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CUL was looking for more efficient, user-friendly ways to report 
information about special collection Web site usage.
I began investigating Google Data Studio as a simple way to make 
digital collections analytics available across the organization without 
need to share access to Google Analytics dashboards directly (limited 
seats, overwhelming/unhelpful user experience).
It became evident that Google Data Studio not only made sharing the 
data easier, but also had powerful data blending features that could 
be used to merge analytics with other data sources for custom 
dashboards, reporting, and visualization.
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Use Case: Mining archival data from Columbia’s distinctive 
collections
CUL recently migrated 4,000 collection records describing over 70,000 
linear feet of archival material from disparate sources and formats 
into ArchivesSpace. 
ArchivesSpace provides easy extraction of data via API for reporting. 
We already have cron jobs sending data to Google Sheets for various 
reports, automated validation and compliance testing, etc. 
We had a need to gain better understanding of how researchers 
interact with archival content via discovery systems and finding aids. 
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But...
The archival data is very messy! Decades of different archival 
processing practices across several curatorial divisions resulted in very 
heterogeneous data. 
As part of the migration we did a great deal of cleanup and 
normalization, but it is an ongoing endeavor.
There are also a large number of legacy finding aids in scanned PDF 
that are yet to be integrated into ArchivesSpace.
So…
Major Caveats! Any quantitative representation of our archival data is 
necessarily provisional. At best it suggests lines of further inquiry as 
well as areas in need of remediation. Proof of concept!
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● Readily available if you are a Google Apps institution.
● If you use Google Analytics, integration is seamless.
● Anything you can put in a Google Sheet can become a live data 
source, updated dynamically.
● Easy web sharing with granular permissions.
● Embedding.  
● Use GSheets as data source — do your data staging and 
computations there in collaborative environment.
● Interactive: End user can control via facets and filters, drill down, 
and download data from any chart or table to CSV.
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Cons
● Speed — or lack thereof. Rendering can take a 
long time!
● It’s a little beta! 
● Debugging data problems can be a real 
headache. 
● Calculated field options are limited. Cannot 
calculate based on already-aggregated fields. 
● Is it a long term solution? Will it become 




● Python scripts extract data from ArchivesSpace and report in Google Sheets. 
(These are part of our regular automated QC and reporting.)
● Other data extracted from EAD XML using XSLT and Python, also stored in Google 
Sheets.
● Processed and refined data in sheets to create aggregatable data, e.g., geographic 
subject terms had to be parsed into ISO country data.
● Created master data table based on ArchivesSpace other extracted data.
















● ArchivesSpace API (JSON > tabular data via Python)
○ Resources (bibid, title, repo, last updated, URL, etc.)
● Finding Aid XML 











2. Language and Geography Encoding of Collections
Data Sources:
● ArchivesSpace API (JSON > tabular data via Python)
○ Resources
○ Accession dates
● MARCXML collection data (from OAI-PMH feed to ILS, 
transformed by XSLT)
○ Geographic terms (MARC 651)
○ Language of materials (MARC 041) 
● ISO lookup resources for language and country data 















3. Aeon Request Patterns
Data Sources:
● ArchivesSpace API (JSON > tabular data via Python)
○ Resources
○ Accessions (only RBML and Avery repos have in AS)
● Aeon request data
○ Data exported from Aeon, imported into Gsheet and 
filtered













The Case for Google Data Studio for Digital Libraries
Probably not for everyone. Not as powerful as Tableau or other paid apps.
Best fit is for contexts where you:
● Would benefit from collaborative reporting with low barrier to entry;
● Have low/no dedicated budget for data visualization;
● Are already in Google ecosystem (Google Sheets, Analytics, etc.);
● Want reports that can be generated quickly in familiar formats and distributed 
on the web.
It may hit a “sweet spot” between more robust ($) applications like Tableau, 
programming your own (Plotly, Bokeh, etc.), and using limited out-of-the box 
reporting tools that come with your existing library software/services.
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Thank you!
Demo report links:
● https://bit.ly/3349EaY
● https://bit.ly/334AgIR
Contact:
David W. Hodges
Special Collections Analyst
Columbia University Libraries
dwh2128@columbia.edu
